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Abstract

Saltations can be generated in a classical OT grammar by using underspecified inputs and MAX

and DEP faithfulness constraints.
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The solution given by Reiss (2021b) to the problem of generating chain shifts in a ‘classic’

Optimality Theory grammar, one without constraint conjunction, sympathy or harmonic seri-

alism also provides a correction to another mistaken notion in the literature, the idea that an OT

grammar using only mechanisms posited up until about 1995 cannot generate saltations. Like

chain shifts, saltations have driven OT practitioners to propose radical enhancements to the

framework, most prominently the version proposed by White (2013); Hayes and White (2015)

and White (2017) involving the P-Map (Steriade, 2008, 2001) and *MAP constraints (Zuraw,

2007).

The apparent inability of classic OT models to generate saltations was presented in Reiss

(1994, 1995, 1996) under the rubric of set theoretically defined ‘target-output closeness’ as

a potential virtue of OT, under the assumption that saltations do not exist. The explanation,

rediscovered by several phonologists (e.g., Łubowicz, 2002; Ito and Mester, 2003) who have

argued fairly convincingly that saltations do exist, is repeated in the recent work by Hayes

and White. These authors believe that saltations are real phonological processes, and I assume

here that they are correct. Perhaps more important than the question of their existence is

the fact that all of these authors, including the early papers by Reiss, make a fundamental

error by assuming that saltations must be derived from input segments that sometimes surface

unchanged. For example, in describing data from Campidanese Sardinian, White (2017, 3)

says that “In this language, voiceless stops are realized as voiced fricatives in intervocalic

contexts”—he assumes that the segment /p/ must underlie the [p]∼ [B] surface alternation. In

other words, in discussion of saltations we have all been misled by an antipathy to positing

‘abstract’ underlying representations.1 We will see that by overcoming this unjustifiable bias,

at least some saltations can be generated in a classic OT model very straightforwardly.

*Thanks to Björn Köhnlein and David Ta-Chun Shen.
1In light of the cogent arguments for underspecified representations provided by Sharon Inkelas’ (1994; 1995)

early OT work, this error is all the more mystifying.
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Reiss (2021b) shows that the surface pattern that characterizes chain shifts can be modeled

by positing underlying segments equivalent to the intersection of neighboring segments in

the chain. For example, in a p-b-B chain shift, the segment underlying the p,b alternation

is the intersection of the two, p ∩ b = P, which is a bilabial stop containing all the valued

features common to p and b, and unspecified for VOICE. Similarly, the segment underlying

the b,B alternation is b∩B = B, a voiced bilabial unspecified for CONTINUANT. Markedness

constraints and DEP and MAX constraints for each of the unspecified features allow a classic

OT grammar to yield a chain shift in a straightforward fashion.The same simple mechanism of

intersection also solves the problem of generating (at least some) saltations.

Consider a simplified version of the Sardinian case discussed by Hayes and White (2015)

where some morphemes show [B] intervocalically, but [p] elsewhere. Other morphemes show

[b] in both environments. Informally, it looks like the p of the first set saltates or ‘leaps over’

the b to become B. If we mechanically apply the intersection method mentioned above, we can

try to model this alternation by posting a segment i (Hebrew beth, because Reiss 2021b uses

P,B,V for other purposes) = p ∪ B, which is a bilabial obstruent unspecified for both VOICE

and CONTINUANT. Now, we just need to show that a single constraint ranking can map /i/ to

[p] in some environments X, and /i/ to [B] in other environments Y, but map /b/ to [b] in both

environments X and Y.

Section 5.1 of Hayes and White’s paper is entitled Why saltation cannot be derived in

classical Optimality Theory, so it is clear that they understand this as a logical issue of clas-

sical constraint interaction. My goal here is not to provide a complete analysis of every

putative saltation those authors discuss, but rather to clarify the conditional validity of the

logical claim inherited from earlier scholars. Hayes and White define ‘classical’ Optimal-

ity Theory as “Prince and Smolensky (1993) as modified by the Correspondence Theory of

McCarthy and Prince (1995)”. Apparently, the logical claim is valid (as realized by the au-

thors cited above) with this stipulative characterization of classical OT. However, it is more

interesting to note that other work that was already in circulation in 1995 made saltations pos-

sible, but that nobody seems to have realized that. The crucial move is to allow the MAX and

DEP faithfulness constraints for individual features proposed by Lombardi (1995/2001) and

discussed by (McCarthy, 2011, 200).

The relevant faithfulness constraints are divided into two classes:

(1) MAX and DEP Constraints

• MAX-F constraints penalize deletion of +F or −F for a given feature in the map-

ping from input to output

• DEP-F constraints penalize insertion of +F or −F for a given feature in the map-

ping from input to output

In order to ensure that underspecified i does not surface, I assume an undominated marked-

ness constraint against surface specification, SURFACE-SPEC. Since this constraint is undom-

inated, I leave it out of all the tableaux below. In other words, all outputs are fully specified

in the language, so an input with i must surface with a fully specified bilabial replacing that

segment (unless it is deleted completely).

I also assume these markedness constraints:

(2) Markedness constraints

• *VTV: no stops between vowels

• *VSV: no voiceless obstruents between vowels
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• Stop-Vless: Stops should be voiceless

• Stop-Onset: Onsets should contain stops

As noted above, I posit i, a bilabial stop unspecified for VOICE and CONTINUANT as the

segment underlying the p/B alternation. Since i has no specification for VOICE and CON-

TINUANT, candidates for inputs with i will not incur violations of MAX constraints for those

features. On the other hand, DEP constraints are violated when a feature value is ‘inserted’,

when a valued feature that is not present in the input form appears in a candidate. For mor-

phemes with non-alternating [b], I assume fully specified /b/ in the input. Constraint ranking

is given in the tableaux below.

Tableaux (3) and (4) show the outcome of a /b/ in initial position in a phonological word,

and in intervocalic position, respectively. MAX and DEP constraints are violated by candidates

that differ in specification with the underlying /b/. The fully faithful candidate wins in (3)—

note that the *VTV and *VSV constraints are irrelevant for differentiating candidates here. In

(4), the MAX-CONT violation is fatal to the candidate with [B], and the winning candidate is

again maximally faithful.

(3) b →b / #
/ba/ MAX-VOICE MAX-CONT *VTV *VSV DEP-VOICE DEP-CONT STOP-ONS *VOI-STOP

� a. ba ∗

b. pa ∗! ∗

c. Ba ∗! ∗ ∗

d. Fa ∗! ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗

(4) b → b / V V
/aba/ MAX-VOICE MAX-CONT *VTV *VSV DEP-VOICE DEP-CONT STOP-ONS *VOI-STOP

� a. aba ∗ ∗

b. apa ∗! ∗ ∗ ∗

c. aBa ∗! ∗ ∗

d. aFa ∗! ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗

In (5) the input contains i, and now MAX constraints are irrelevant, because there are no values

to delete for VOICE and CONTINUANT. On the other hand, every candidate violates the DEP

constraints—each inserted valued feature incurs a violation (and we have left out the forms

with surface underspecification that would be eliminated by SURFACE-SPEC). The constraints

that favor stops in onsets (over fricatives) and that favor voiceless stops over voiced ones in

general, ensure that the winning candidate has [p].

(5) i→p / #
/ia/ MAX-VOICE MAX-CONT *VTV *VSV DEP-VOICE DEP-CONT STOP-ONS *VOI-STOP

a. ba ∗ ∗ ∗!

� b. pa ∗ ∗

c. Ba ∗ ∗ ∗!

d. Fa ∗ ∗ ∗!

When i occurs between vowels, as in (6), the faithfulness constraints still play no role. The

candidates with [b] and [p] are excluded by a violation of *VTV, and the candidate with the

voiceless fricative is excluded by *VSV. The ‘leap’ to [B] can surface.

(6) i→B / V V
/aia/ MAX-VOICE MAX-CONT *VTV *VSV DEP-VOICE DEP-CONT STOP-ONS *VOI-STOP

a. aba ∗! ∗ ∗ ∗

b. apa ∗! ∗ ∗ ∗

� c. aBa ∗ ∗ ∗

d. aFa ∗! ∗ ∗ ∗

I have shown how a version of classical OT available by 1995 can indeed generate ‘salta-

tions’. Local constraint conjunction, assumed by several authors, and the radical revisions to
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OT suggested by Hayes and White and their sources, proposals that build perceptibility con-

siderations into grammar, thus cannot be motivated by the existence of saltations. To model

saltations, it is sufficient to accept MAX and DEP constraints, as well as the possibility of un-

derspecified representations in input forms. As argued by Reiss (2012), allowing underspecifi-

cation streamlines a model of UG by removing a stipulation that all segments be specified for

all features, so positing underspecified representations is not theoretically ‘costly’. Of course,

many analyses within OT and other frameworks have used underspecification in exactly the

fashion advocated here. In fact, Sharon Inkelas’ OT work from the early 1990’s, cited in fn. 1,

is the primary inspiration for the use of underspecification in this work.

In addition to the demonstration here concerning saltations, Reiss (2021b) has shown that

chain shifts also cannot be used to motivate fundamental revisions to classical OT, and argu-

ments for these elaborate mechanisms must be re-examined. It is important to reiterate that

the standard characterization of saltations, for example of p ‘leaping over’ b, is misleading.

We should be reminded to look beneath the surface, since the “relation between a phonemic

system and the phonetic record . . . is remote and complex” (Chomsky, 1964, 38). This obser-

vation holds whether we are using OT or any other approach to phonological computation that

recognizes the complexity of human language.

This discussion and that in Reiss (2021b), like the ideas in the cited OT papers by Inke-

las, basically involve expressing an analog of the feature-filling vs. feature-changing rule

distinction of derivational phonology. The contrast between presence vs. absence of an

underlying specification is also insightfully handled in some of Inkelas’ pre-OT work (e.g.,

Inkelas and Cho, 1993), and continues to be exploited in the contemporary Logical Phonology

derivational framework (e.g., Bale et al. 2014; Bale and Reiss 2018; Bale et al. 2020; Reiss

2021a; Leduc et al. Forthcoming; Reiss 2021c). Theory comparison between OT and such

derivational approaches can be more fruitful if we understand better the scope and limits of the

various models. We now know that the capacity to generate chain shifts and saltations does

not distinguish the two.
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